“Great Salt Lake – Moonrise from Fremont Island” painted by pioneer artist Alfred Lambourne. The painting is now located in Salt Lake City, at the Pioneer Memorial Museum, on the first floor, east wall. (DUP Collection)
Jim Bridger (1804-1881). James Felix Bridger was an American mountain man, fur trapper, Army scout, and wilderness guide who explored and trapped the Western United States in the first half of the 19th century. (DUP Photo Collection)
Albert Carrington (1813-1889). Carrington worked with Captain Howard Stansbury in 1849-50, surveying the Great Salt Lake. Carrington Island in the lake was named for him. (DUP Photo Collection)
Current map of the Great Salt Lake showing locations of the islands and the average size of the Lake. The red-dotted line reveals a much larger lake during periods of high water. (Courtesy of the Utah Government Geological Survey)
Hundreds of seagulls in flight above Hat Island. (DUP Photo Collection)

Seagulls on Hat Island, also called Bird Island. (DUP Photo Collection)
Pelicans nesting on the grounds of Hat Island. (DUP Photo Collection)

Men observing pelicans on Hat (Bird) Island. (DUP Photo Collection)
Black Rock historic stereoscope photo distributed by Savage & Ottinger’s Pioneer Fine Art Gallery, located two doors above the post office in Salt Lake City. (DUP Photo Collection)

Painting of Black Rock by pioneer artist Harry L. A. Culmer. (DUP Photo Collection)
Miracle of the Gulls. A memento painting produced for the Daughters of Utah Pioneers. (DUP Photo Collection)
Seagull Monument, located on Temple Square in Salt Lake City, Utah. (DUP Photo Collection)
Antelope Island Causeway allows access to Antelope Island State Park from Antelope Drive in Syracuse, Utah (DUP Photo Collection)

Antelope Island’s salt bay. (DUP Photo Collection)
Briant Stringham (1823-1871). Briant was born in Colesville, New York, joining the Church in 1841. He came to the Salt Lake Valley with the first group of pioneers, arriving on July 24, 1847. (DUP Photo Collection)
Antelope Island, Elephant Rock. (DUP Photo Collection)

Antelope Island’s rocky coast (DUP Photo Collection)
Cattle, horse and sheep barge to transport animals to and from the Utah mainland to the islands in the Great Salt Lake, for the animals to feed off the productive grazing lands. (DUP Photo Collection)
Hanna (Annie) Yeats Barlow (1843-1901). Annie served a work mission, alongside her husband, Israel, on Church (Antelope) Island. She gave birth to her eighth and ninth babies during the time they served this mission for the Church. (DUP Photo Collection)
Stansbury Island (DUP Photo Collection)

Stansbury Island looking toward the east. (DUP Photo Collection)
The Sego Lily. A memento painting produced by the Daughters of Utah Pioneers. (DUP Photo Collection)
Sailing around a rocky shore of the Great Salt Lake (DUP Photo Collection)

Swimming and boating in the Great Salt Lake. Antelope Island is in the background. (DUP Photo Collection)
City of Corrine steam boat (DUP Photo Collection)

General Garfield pleasure boat. (DUP Photo Collection)
General Garfield steamer. Disembarking and reloading for a pleasure cruise around the Great Salt Lake.

(DUP Photo Collection)
Captain David L. Davis (1841-1926). Captain Davis had a passion for sailing on the Great Salt Lake. He built several sail boats and spent many happy hours with family and friends sailing and exploring every corner of the Great Salt Lake. (DUP Photo Collection)
Passenger boat. (DUP Photo Collection)
Cambria II. David L. Davis’s last and most luxurious sail boat. (DUP Photo Collection)
Exploring a Great Salt Lake island. (DUP Photo Collection)
Loading passengers for an excursion on the Great Salt Lake aboard D. L. Davis’s Cambria II sail boat.
(DUP Photo Collection)
Friends enjoying a pleasant day sailing the Great Salt Lake with Captain Davis in his *Cambria II* sail boat.

(DUP Photo Collection)
Alfred Lambourne (1850-1926). Famous pioneer artist and writer. (DUP Photo Collection)
"White Rock Bay" – west side of Antelope Island. Painting by pioneer artist Alfred Lambourne. The painting is now located in the Pioneer Memorial Museum in Salt Lake City, hanging on the east wall of the main floor. (DUP Collection)